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PRESENTAION

This presentation is a practical
approach towards website defense - in
particular for websites related to
finance ( e.g. electronic banking
websites ) and for websites containing
massive amounts of personal data (
e.g. eshop ).



PRESENTAION

P.S.:
During presentation the essential
information is highlighted in yellow or
red
If you have any question please do ask
instantly



¨money
¨ information
¨discreditation
¨ illegal usage of resources – e.g.

cryptomining
¨ etc.

MAIN REASONS FOR
INTRUSIONS



WHY SYSTEMS ARE INSECURE?
¨ Vulnerabilities in the systems are due to many

different factors – we will not analyze reasons for
that. The main question is - how to prevent or
reduce impact of those possible vulnerabilities ?

¨ While designing the system you should consider
security issues from very beginning. Such an
approach for system design from the security
point of view is given in

¨ „OWASP Testing Guide“. Together with a “owasp
programming guide” they for strong basis for
system security.



Intrusions in most cases are stealthy
and happens when no one expects
them

IMPORTANT !!!



DEFENSE of WEBSITES

While defending website there are 2
mandatory steps in order to succeed:

¨ Pentests
¨Web application firewalls



BEFORE WEB APPLICATION
FIREWALL
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AFTER WEB APPLICATION FIREWALL
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HOW TO DEFEND A WEBSITE ?

Let’s have a look at the main
techniques for defending website using
web application firewall:
¨Blacklist
¨Whitelist
¨Blacklist + Whitelist
¨Entry control
¨ Parameter control
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HOW TO DEFEND A WEBSITE ?

¨ “Spying” user
¨XSS defense
¨Bruteforce defense
¨Scoring defense profile violations
¨Error cloacking
¨Reaction
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BLACKLIST

Blacklist defense is a signature based
defense. This is the simplest and fastest
approach to defend against most popular
attacks. New attacks or attacks for which
there are no signatures will not be
detected. E.g. illegal connection to website
administration panel will not be detected.
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BLACKLIST

This is the most common approach to
defend websites. It is also the
cheapest one, but not the most secure.

https://www.vrk.lt/?testas=1%27%20
or%201=1%20--
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WHITELIST

¨ Let’s assume that web application firewall
allows only some requests which are
predefined in advance. All other requests
are simply dropped. In this case web
application firewall works in so called
“whitelist mode”

¨ “Whitelist mode” – it requires much more
effort to configure but the result is better
then using “blacklist mode”

https://www.vrk.lt/invoice/report/1
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WHITELIST + BLACKLIST

It is possible to defend website using
mixed WHITELIST + BLACKLIST
approach – in this case the defense is
better then compared to a single
blacklist or whitelist approach.
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ENTRY CONTROL

¨This defense technique blocks all
requests untill a visitor is
unauthenticated

¨This is a very effective approach to stop
anonymous / unauthenticated attacks
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ENTRY CONTROL

https://org.rinkejopuslapis.lt/test
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¨http://www.vrk.lt/home?arg1=1

PARAMETER CONTROL



PARAMETER CONTROL ( name )



PARAMETER CONTROL ( value)



PARAMETER CONTROL ( value)



“SPYING” USER

It is possible to interpret in a human
understandable way the requests that
the website visitor performs. In this
case you can see visitor actions at a
high level
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“SPYING” USER



XSS DEFENSE

¨XSS attack – one of the most
dangerous attacks against users for
websites which contains financial or
personal data

¨ It’s possible to tune web application
firewall in a way that XSS attacks
becomes impossible
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BRUTE FORCE DEFENSE
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SCORING DEFENSE PROFILE
VIOLATIONS
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ERROR CLOACKING

¨Errors that websites discloses to the
visitors should be hidden. If the
visitor encounters an error it is
possible to redirect visitor to the main
website page

https://www.vrk.lt/css/print.css
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REACTION

¨At the moment that an ongoing
attack has been identified it should
be stopped immediately. It can be a
block for offending IP address for
some time.

https://www.vrk.lt/phpmyadmin.php
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RESULTS

¨While using all above mentioned
defense techniques it becomes
extremely difficult for an attacker to
takeover a website

¨All shown defense techniques can be
implemented using “open source”
software.
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RESULTS

¨All shown defense techniques does
not require any website modifications
– i.e. the defense is transparent.
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SOME DEMOS



Questions?
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